
       Wolfskin Backpack  Jack  

MOUNTAINEER 36 

 single chamber mountaineering backpack 
 lightweight full-contact suspension system 
 main compartment, 7 pockets  
 comprehensive alpine detailing 
 trekking pole and ice tool lashing 
 equipped for a hydration system 
 reflective detailing 
 rain cover 
 36 litres capacity 

Description 

Plenty of useful features for mountaineering and demanding multi-day 

trips. The MOUNTAINEER 48 is at home in the mountains. It is equipped with the FLEXCONTACT ALPINE 

suspension system, which is very light and flexible, and positions the pack very close to the body. This means 

you can control the load on your back and maintain good balance even with a heavy pack, which is important on 

demanding mountain terrain.  

The MOUNTAINEER 48 is loaded with features and built cope with any mountain adventure. It has lashing points 

for skis, snowboard and snowshoes, a special snow shovel compartment and is certified by Pieps as suitable for 

ski touring and snowshoeing. The reinforced crampon compartment is a great feature for mountaineering, as 

are the ice axe and rope attachment options. Another practical feature of the MOUNTAINEER is the additional 

frontal access option. This gives quick and easy access to the contents even with lots of gear strapped to the 

outside.  

 

  Measurements: 66 x 33 x 27 cm 

  Capacity: 36 Lit. 

  Weight: 1340g  

Further details 

 FLEXCONTACT ALPINE: full-contact suspension system for optimised load control and freedom of movement 

 adjustable chest strap with signal whistle 

 detachable, padded waist belt  

 external zip access to main pack compartment 

 stowaway helmet attachment 

 trekking pole and ice tool lashings 

 snowboard and snow shoe lashings 

 secure ski lashings on the sides 

 gear loops on the sides to attach climbing gear / skis 

 classic rope lashing system under lid pocket 

 compression straps on front, sides and top 

 reflective detailing 

 main compartment with inner compartment (doubles as pouch for drinks bladder), lid pocket with inner compartment, 
reinforced equipment pouch, easy-access waist belt pocket, gear pouches for snow shovel and avalanche probe 

 alpine distress signal and accident procedure information inside lid pocket 

 integrated key clip 

 internal ORGANIZER 

 equipped for a hydration system  

 integrated rain cover 
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